THE BREAKDOWN OF KINGSHIP
Ireland to reconquer that country. The Army replied by
organizing itself politically, refusing to disband, and insisting on
receiving the very large arrears of pay which were due to it.
They also refused to be drafted for service in Ireland.
Cromwell, who was at once the most striking figure in the
Commons and the unquestioned head morally in the Army,
though Fairfax was nominally its chief, played double, pre-
tending to each party that he was serving its interests. These
parties, the Army and the so-called Parliament, called them-
selves Independents and Presbyterians, the quarrel taking on,
as all things then did, religious labels. But the true division
was not one of religion: it was one of real power against paper
power. The politicians were increasingly frightened of the
Army; the Army cared less and less for the politicians. When
the politicians had had the King in their keeping for just under
four months Cromwell summoned a small secret meeting to
Ms house in London, and there arranged for the kidnapping oj
Charles. He used a young cornet of horse, Joyce by name, whc
came to Holmby House with a large mounted force on June 3
of that year, 1647, and carried the King away.
(3) Prisoner of the Army. Charles was now possessed by,
and at the mercy of, the only real force left in England—the
Army; it could lodge him where it chose and do with him what
it chose. Now, tie Army meant Cromwell. At first the
possession of the King's person would be used to overcome
Parliament. Later, when that was accomplished,«he could be
put to death. But Cromwell's design could not be carried out
save after a preliminary process long drawn out and delicate;
for, though he was the true chief of the soldiers and idolized fay
them for his victories and for his great capacity in their trade,
he had to consider their moods; and Fairfax was still nominally
his superior.
Cromwell's Plan. We now enter one of the most inter-
esting brief phases in the history of England—the successful
intrigue of Cromwell to get Charles Stuart out of the way by
having him killed.
Conclusions of this sort in history are not reached by direct
documentary evidence. It is impossible in the nature of things
that they should be so, for men do not write down such plans,
nor, unless they are fools, divulge them- But the various steps
of what followed could not have been designed save by one
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